NOTE: Be sure to check pre-requisites and restrictions. Some classes may have cross-listings. If a class is full, check the course description to see if the same topic might also be listed as another course that is open.

ANS 301M BIG POWER POLITICS IN SE ASIA
ANS 301M 3-HISTORY OF EAST ASIA TO 1800
ANS 301M 4-HISTORY OF EAST ASIA SINCE 1800
ANS 301M 6-ASIA'S FUTURES
ANS 301M 11-INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHISM
ANS 301M 12-INTRODUCTION TO HINDUISM
ANS 301R HISTORY OF RELIGIONS OF ASIA
ANS 302K INTRODUCTION TO INDIA
ANS 302K INTRODUCTION TO SOUTH ASIA
ANS 307C INTRO TO THE HISTORY OF INDIA
ANS 320 CLASS AND INDIAN FICTION
ANS 338L EAST ASIAN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
ANS 340 JAINISM: RELIG OF NON-VIOLENCE
ANS 340 MUSLIM SAINTHOOD PRACTICES
ANS 340 TANTRIC ASCETICS MODERN INDIA
ANS 340 4-HIST OF HINDU RELIG TRADITN
ANS 340 5-HISTORY OF INDIAN BUDDHISM
ANS 340 6-RELIGION AND REBELLION IN MODERN EAST ASIA
ANS 340R EUROPEAN EMPIRES IN ASIA
ANS 346C ANCIENT INDIA
ANS 346D MEDIEVAL INDIA
ANS 346M MUSLIM INDIA BEFORE 1750
ANS 346N HISTORY AND CULTURE OF INDIA SINCE 1750
ANS 346N INDIAN SUBCONTINENT, 1750-1950
ANS 347K GOVERNMENTS AND POLITICS OF SOUTH ASIA
ANS 348C GEOGRAPHY OF SOUTH ASIA
ANS 361 BUSINESS & SOCIETY SOUTH ASIA
ANS 361 CONTEMPORARY PAKISTANI FICTION
ANS 361 GENDER AND MODERN INDIA
ANS 361 GLOBAL INDIAN LITERATURE
ANS 361 MUGHAL INDIA IN HIST/MEMORY
ANS 361 PERF AND POWER IN SOUTH ASIA
ANS 361 RIGHTS AND THE STATE IN S ASIA
ANS 361 S. ASIAN ISLAM: ETHNOGRAPHIES
ANS 361 SLAVERY & SOUTH ASIAN HISTORY
ANS 361 UPRISING IN INDIA-1857
ANS 361 3-CONTEMPORARY INDIA
ANS 361 5-CULTURES OF SOUTHEAST ASIA
ANS 361 6-GANDHI AND GANDHISM
ANS 361 11-MUSICS OF INDIA
ANS 361 12-POLITICS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN EAST ASIA